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Wearing wigs is a great way to make your hair appear thicker and fuller. Today, wigs are worn by
people for various reasons. You do not need to get a prescription from a doctor to buy a wig though
many people may be medically advised to wear one, especially when they suffer from alopecia or
are undergoing chemotherapy treatment. Celebrities and stars set the trend by sporting various
types of hair styles using various colors and lengths to depict the character they are playing. Today
wigs can be worn as any other accessory, to highlight the dress you are wearing, or to give you the
look you wish to achieve.

Human hair wigs are worn as a natural looking option. Since these wigs are made out of human hair
they can prove to be very expensive. They require a lot of care and maintenance as they can be
colored, permed or styled to suit the individual taste. They are more durable and can be washed like
regular hair unlike synthetic wigs. You can purchase a blend of human hair with any good synthetic
blend that will give you a natural look and maintain the style as well.

Human hair wigs are sourced from various parts of the world. They could be Indian, Indonesian,
Chinese or Caucasian or European. Remy hair is also used to make these types of wigs.  Attention
is paid to ensure that the hair cuticle stays in the same direction for each strand of hair to reduce the
chances of tangling easily. Most often, you may need to trim or fine-tune human hair wigs by taking
it to a professional stylist. This is because there may to too much hair which will required to be
thinning or shaped according to the size and look that you would need to suit your features.

With advancements in technologies, the quality of synthetic wigs is becoming indistinguishable from
real hair. The hair that is produced is made from fibers that can curl or wave just like real hair.
These types of wigs are not as expensive as human hair wigs though they are not as durable. The
difference is that you cannot change the color or style by using heating tools, such as hot rollers,
blow dryers or curling irons. To maintain these types of wigs, you should purchase shampoos and
hair sprays that are specifically designed for synthetic wigs. It is necessary to blot dry and not scrub
synthetic wigs and use cool water when shampooing and rinsing.

Both human hair wigs and synthetic wigs are available in different sizes though the average wig will
fit head sizes 21.5â€• to 22.5â€•. Instructions are available on how to measure your head size. Various
types of caps are used including small elastic tabs that come with adjustable Velcro to secure the
wigs in place. You can find a huge variety of styles and color that can be worn to a party, social
occasion or if you feel your hair is thinning and you want to give your hair that added bounce and
sheen.
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AngeloEverton - About Author:
Voguewigs is an online store that stores a human hair wigs, a synthetic wigs, costume wigs and
wigs for all occasions. Check out their styles today and learn how to select one that will suit your
style as well as the need.
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